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INNOVATION CREATORS:

The Glendale College Information Services (GCIS) Team is comprised of four technology departments that

function together through a collaborative partnership. The mission of the GCIS Team is to constantly improve

and enrich technology for students and employees at Glendale Community College. The GCIS Team designed,

developed and implemented the Computer Build Project and Workstation Upgrade Process (WUP) with each

department contributing from their area of expertise. They continue to work as a cohesive team to support and

sustain the innovation as a part of their best practices and standard operating procedures. The GCIS Team

consists of the following departments and leadership:

 

INNOVATION NOMINATED BY:

Connie Stafford Sherman, Vice President, Administrative Services

Glendale Community College

6000 W. Olive Avenue

Glendale, AZ 85302

connie.sherman@gcmail.maricopa.edu

623.845.3451

Amber Medrano, Technology Advocate for Special Projects

amber.medrano@gcmail.maricopa.edu

623.845.3901

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

This innovation addresses academic institutions’ need to manage obsolescence in technology by proactively
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applying principles of good stewardship. This innovation is built upon replicable processes that dramatically

can extend the lifespan of computers, maximize budget dollars, and establish best practices for technology

departments, while enhancing equity among users.

INNOVATION CRITERIA DESCRIPTION:

This innovation clearly meets all eight criteria set forth for the Innovation of the Year Awards Program. The

GCIS Team is proud to share them with the awards committee.

1. Collaboration - Value Excellence

The Glendale College Information Services (GCIS) Team is comprised of four technology departments that

function together through a collaborative partnership. The mission of the GCIS Team is to constantly improve

and enrich technology for students and employees at Glendale Community College. As an evolution of

processes – some as many as 10 years old - the GCIS Team designed, developed and implemented the

Computer Build Project and Workstation Upgrade Process (WUP) in 2002 with each department contributing

from their area of expertise. They continue to work as a cohesive team to support and sustain this innovation as

a part of their best practices and standard operating procedures.

2. Creativity – Value Excellence

3. Quality - Value Education

4. Cost Effectiveness – Value Responsibility

5. Efficiency – Value Responsibility

6. Timeliness – Value Excellence

Information technology groups in colleges and universities face greater pressure than ever to demonstrate

accountability, efficiency and bottom-line return on their investment (Burton, 2005).  As a result, academic

institutions must find creative solutions to technology challenges, customized to unique budget and political

contexts.  One of the more common and systemic pressures focuses on technology renewal that provides

students, faculty and staff with current hardware and software.  Glendale Community College has addressed

this issue for desktop computing for many years, and has arrived at two integrated, creative, and continually

evolving solutions that re-invest technology resources over time, to ensure that users benefit from frequent

upgrades.

The point of integration converges where the first solution, called the Computer Build Project, initiated in 2005,

internally generates a product that feeds into the second solution, called the Workstation Upgrade Process

(WUP). Through a competitive bid process, computer parts are acquired and assembled in-house by trained

technicians, who take great pride in their creations and have a level of understanding for these machines far

beyond a purchased workstation.  During this intensive preparation period, central processing units (CPUs)

have current software images installed and are then placed into a rotation cycle for either administrative or

academic use through the Workstation Upgrade Process.

The Employee Workstation Upgrade Process (EWUP) provides computers, ancillaries, software, and training to

new employees and upgrades to others.  As an outgrowth of a project started in 1996 for employee desktop

replacement, the EWUP provides approximately one-fourth of all 600 employees with an upgrade or new

computer each year. Specifically, some GCC employees get new workstations as often as every 24 months,

others stretch the usefulness of their workstations by adding memory over time, and still others receive

workstations through the in-house refurbishment process.  The ability to sustain the EWUP’s generous benefits

stems from a single philosophy: in a consultative process with each user, the college provides the exact new
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computer components essential to performing the tasks at hand, thereby customizing each unit to an employee’s

need for maximum performance and efficiency.

This multi-step, multi-tiered approach to computer renewal also includes a training component, closely aligning

an employee’s need for appropriate tools with a very personal way of continually upgrading their knowledge

and skills.  Through consultation and evaluation, training courses are recommended, or in many cases

one-on-one sessions are conducted to deliver precisely the skills needed.  Significantly, the EWUP provides a

platform for important intangibles:  measuring IT service quality, and educating users about the nature of

technology renewal (Fleit, 1994).  Funding has been simplified to a single, annual budget item that is endorsed

by the institution’s technology governance committees through a comprehensive evaluation and expectations

process. Thus, in multiple dimensions and at many levels of the organization, the EWUP has proven to be one

of GCC’s greatest “success stories.”

The closely related companion solution to the EWUP is the Academic Workstation Upgrade Process, or

AWUP.  This Process addresses the specific technology renewal and unique configuration needs of academic

workstations in classrooms and labs across the GCC campus. Future plans include building these workstations

with the aid of student interns in order to provide students with growth opportunities that maintain a learner-

centered focus on the development of academic technology spaces.

Like the EWUP, the AWUP has enjoyed a long-term institutional commitment from GCC and has resulted in

substantial cost savings each year. Both the AWUP and EWUP enjoy an exemplary reputation for meeting the

needs of the entire college community.  GCC has long realized the importance of technology renewal, and both

these programs are blessed with the confidence of the organization, having annual standing budget lines as the

number one and two capital equipment priorities recommended every year by the college’s Capital Request

Committee (CRC).
 

7. Replication – Value Excellence

8. Learning – Value Education

In addition to conserving parts and equipment through the assembly-line style Computer Build Project,

precious budget dollars, normally paid to retailer mark-up, are saved for other technology purchase priorities.

More benefits are realized as the computer products flow into the EWUP and AWUP placement processes.

These benefits include empowering current employees to determine when to request new systems; simplifying

the fulfillment of new employees’ computer needs without requiring the hiring department to budget for them;

providing built-in re-use and refurbishment of salvageable, solid equipment; and educating employees about

the College-wide interdependence of shared technology resources.

The tremendous successes of both the Computer Build Project and the Workstation Upgrade Process are stories

that need to be told so that other colleges and universities can benefit from this integrated approach and adapt

these powerful ideas to their respective campus realities.  To that end, presentation attendees will learn about

the decision-making process that led to this success at GCC, the implementation of the plan, and the history of

continual improvement and refinement year-to-year that built momentum and propelled success in ways never

thought possible at the outset of this novel approach to technology renewal.
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